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Recently, the events in the Netherlands and Austria, do openly explain to
everyone that the whole "vaccinated 70% for herd immunity" was only a hoax.

The Jews will not be satisfied until this is 100%, all your freedoms are lost forever,
and after this, they will have you taking unverified shots over an unverified
amount of time in repeat. When this will stop, will be decided merely by when they
will choose to make it stop.

Seeing the planets, I don't see any of this calming down before 2024, which is
about the year where reactions to this, maybe due to mass deaths or removal of
freedoms, will be occurring. The battle will be ongoing. One thing is for sure: You
will be slaves until you choose to revolt.

The JoS does not emphasize nor we can openly claim about "Physical
revolution", or "violence". That is a well-known fact. We want meaningful change
through spiritual and intellectual, information-based transformation of society and
humanity.

Yet, as things bring it, there will be violence and bloodshed all over the world if
these trends continue. Netherlands and Austria are just the beginning. What can
be said about Australia and anywhere else? How long until people just flip out?

This is the task of other people who are already out in the streets. However,
without any spiritual backing and without global awakening caused by information
and spiritual warfare, none of this is going to work.

Millions are awakening every single day to the hoaxes of these governments of
the jews who are on a power trip. They literally admit that the vaccines are
pointless, that all they did was lie to us for 2 years, and in fact, as data shows, I
am even inclined to believe they are trying to cover up not only failure but the fact
that protection from the so called "Co-Vid" is inverse.

As time goes people who have been "vaccinated" or "unvaccinated" will have one
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thing in common. You will all be slaves until you revolt. There will be no escape.

If you vaccinate, they will vaccinate you anywhere from every 2 to every 6
months. Any logic, testing, experiments, medical research, will be thrown out of
the window.

Remember, two years ago we were all free people here. We are still free people
as our Constitutions and Laws support. The only thing that has changed is that
the jews and the globalist "Great Re-setters" have started an onslaught against
human freedoms for their own benefit.

Those in power are in such a potent majority of jewish origin, that they enforce
jewish paradigms in our life. One such paradigm is that the Goy is an animal
without a soul and without free will. Jews and currently they have decided to
unanimously rally all of you in a life that involves you owning nothing, living inside
a pod, and being a slave indefinitely. This will involve heavy manipulation of your
basic biological body.

They call this the Great Reset. Only a part of this is "economic". Only a small part
of this dream consists of vaccinating you indefinitely, large portions of the
population against their will. But it's a key aspect to that plan.

They have openly declared a covert and sly war against humanity. They claim this
is for the benefit of humanity, while they intend to crush all that is human.

They have decided you no longer have Constitutional or other rights, nor even the
right to your own body. As they rule out, they can grab you, experiment on you,
and even kill you in indirect manners if you do not comply with this.

They will control your life with lies until the end of this decade where nothing of
this will be able to be reversed.

Your children will curse you, and you will become the pariah of all generations
that have ever existed: Your freedoms will have collapsed over a worthless bogus
0,04% chances of death incident, that was made into a humongous hoax by the
jewish media.

Of course, as vaccination is ongoing, and who knows what other weapons are
utilized, the death toll might even start climbing.

Pretty soon, unemployment, shortages in super markets, and alteration of the



weather, will rain on humanity from all sides. All of this will be claimed that it is for
our "protection".

Meanwhile, jews are going to be cursing all of you spiritually every day as they
have been, hoping to win the final gamble they put up on your expense. Now,
they have their Hanukkah going, and they have already started the cursing
against Gentiles and wanting to enforce this dead end of freedoms into the whole
West.

Your governments instead of protecting you, will seek to crush you. People,
compliant or not, will be declared enemies of the country of their residence, the
state, or the medical authorities. At this rate, every 2 months you might be getting
vaccinated, and if you are one day late, you will be declared a biohazard for all
other humans.

The imagined possession of a virus, will revoke all your rights, without you even
needing to have the virus. The healthy and the sane will be treated as if they were
lepers, and the sick will likewise be celebrated and hastened down the route of
illness.

It won't matter if you are sick. You will be treated as if you were "sick" even when
you were not. We are back again in 1500. All because of a so called "Virus".

You will be seeing boats arriving from all Nations, living inside yours, freely,
unvaccinated, nobody affecting them in anyway, while you will be locked in your
house indefinitely and whenever those in power see fit.

Progressively, jews, their lies and their policies will lead you to such despair and
breakdown, that if this is not reversed, people will pray that they were dead.

They want you to fucking die and perish from the face of this earth, and therefore,
your unemployment, insanity, low birthrates - nothing really matters to them.

They will just burn everything while they pimp your children to invaders from all
over the world, while you will stay there with more and more injections up your
ass, only so that you can go to the supermarket

Our ancestors would have flattened them a long time ago only for half of this.
Regardless, now opposition has to be adapted, and we people here have to give
our most powerful when it comes to the rising schedules for the new rituals.



Fuck what your senile grandma tells you at home that all of this is normal that we
are seeing, since nothing of this is normal. Even our grandparents or even
parents, know this is not normal, and where this is going, we get to see more of
this every day.

We are being thrown into the jaws of the Jewish Great Reset. Retain your silence
when you speak with these NPC's, and defend yourself, but know, this is actually
what we have been warning people for at least the last decade, and it's now
HERE.

This Great Reset, will either reset us, the people of this earth, or it will reset the
alien Jews.

All of this was decided by the jews of this world in order to destroy all of you,
flatten the Western World, and instate a military dictatorship which will after this
lead to a Jewish Globalized Communist State.

The levels we are going through are clearly accelerating, and those who thought
there was "Enough time", are deceived. They are lying all day in TV's, Journalists
in their majority are paid by jews and they are also on board with this agenda.
They want to liquify Nations, destroy everything that makes humans into humans,
pervert every instinct humans had, and throw everything that made the world as it
is into the furnace of a great jewish sacrifice.

All of this is built on false pretexts that this was "necessary" and that this had to
be done because of an array of excuses, ranging from "Climate Change" to
"Coronavirus" to all sorts of other minor events that they are riding on in order to
impose all of this on you.

According to what they claim, you might get injections constantly from ever 2 to
every 6 months to retain your so called "Freedoms".

In the Western World our Ancestors built, you were a FREE MAN AND YOU
WERE BORN FREE! Nobody can take this freedom away from you. YOU WERE
BORN FREE FROM DAY ONE!

The claims of NO POLITICIAN, DO MAKE YOU SUDDENLY AN UNFREE MAN.
THERE IS NO SYRINGE AND NO MEDICAL PROCEDURES THAT NEED TO
BE FORCED ON YOU SO THAT YOU GET YOUR "FREEDOM".



It is not this QR code that will "MAKE" you free, and the fact these jews woke up
one day to declare to you that you are no longer "FREE", is a concoction of this
jewish race that wants to destroy and erode humanity.

There is nowhere they will stop with this if you keep giving your freedoms away.

All the conveniences that are given to you temporarily so that you can trade your
freedom, like the bogus claims that if you vaccinate you would be "free", are all
going to be gone soon. They will not treat you with mercy, and this is NEVER
going away until people finally wake up from this and actively resist this.

They will take your children, and force these on them too, without remorse,
without caring for ramifications. Every 2 to 6 months.

Whatever comes of these, you will be left helpless and alone to deal with any
ramifications, while they will be conveniently denying anything has happened.

You will need to baseline worship them to even enter a supermarket, to travel, or
to give food to your family, or to even work.

Needless to say, the above is what all of this is coming to. You won't escape this
because you had your two vaccines or because you had one, or since you plan to
have the third: As the situation will escalate, they will shrink you more and more.
And if they don't shrink you, they will shrink society to an extent of catastrophe.

Unless people react to this in ways I cannot write here [and we boost people
spiritually] the above will persist and everything will collapse within this decade.

The Western World will become so weak, that the jews will pull the plug on it and
then cause some great war with China, on top of the declining Nations that they
will have created out of this incessant internal rape. The final straw will be to
destroy all of it by causing an external war, or leaving anything a heap of ruins.

You will be looking at the ruins and asking yourself if all of this was supposed to
happen over a claimed virus, and nothing will make sense. By then, nothing will
be able to be salvaged anymore.

The above is literally what they are planning and where this is going. Only WE
THE PEOPLE CAN STOP THIS. I do not advocate anything illegal, nor I
recommend people do anything specific, but those who understand a thing or



two, know that the only way this is going back is through civil disobedience at the
very least.

Regardless, at the rate things are going, even telling people that they are free
people for not allowing governments to experiment on them and seize the elderly
to do forced medical decisions on them, based on things that have been proven
to work loosely, is going to be the new "Reality". The "law" will be "their law".

Yet, the Laws and Constitutions do still exist. Remember as I told you above:
YOU WERE BORN FREE AND YOU ARE FREE.

YOUR FREEDOM DOES NOT DEPEND ON THE COMPLIANCE TO THESE
JEWS. THEY CANNOT SELL YOU YOUR FREEDOM BY THREATENING YOU
ALL YOUR LIFE. AND IF YOU COMPLY, YOU WILL END UP ENSLAVED!

WE DECLARE AS WE HAVE, FULL AND TOTAL SPIRITUAL WAR AGAINST
THE ENEMY GLOBAL REGIME OF FEAR, WE STAND OPPOSED TO THIS IN
THE NAME OF THE GODS!

WE WILL CURSE YOU UNTIL THERE IS NO MORE AIR IN OUR LUNGS, AND
THE JEWISH SPIRITUAL POWER IN THIS WORLD IS GOING TO PERISH!
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